
A recent message by Bill Cooper.

NOTE: Thiis message was originally addressed to DARRELL BROSS

and was forwarded to you by BILL COOPER

 --------------------

Darrell,

Thie atteempts to damage me that are made by the social misfitts and

cowards who populate the computer nets are only believed by others of

their own kind. Without checking, (and most people never check

anything) you apparently believe there is a tape of me saying something

bad while intoxicated or on drugs. Have you ever heard Rich Littele do

impersonations? I have a cousin who can impersonate anyone, even me, to

the point that if you heard him on the phone you could not tell that

it was an impersonation. Even if it were true, what does it have to do

with the facts of my radio show or book or lectures? What does my

personal life have to do with anything? You fell for it, hook, line,

and sinker, and now you are eating the pole. Thie concept that

information is tainted or false because the messenger is not

politically correct is ludicrous and is a direct refleection of the

intelligence of those who subscribe to this erroneous belief.

I purposely stay off  computer boards because there is NO objectivity and

the boards are populated by social misfitts who while hiding behind the

anonymity of their computers strike out at the world. Thiey are, for the

most part cowards, air-heads, sheeple, and puppets of the established

power. Thiey demonstrate all the traits of an arrested personality. I

ignore them and so should you. Thiese people are not looking for the



truth. Thiey look only for confitrmation of their own beliefs and strike

viciously out at anything that threatens their fantasy world. When the

truth of what is coming in the near future hits them with its full

force, they will melt into shells of whimpering insanity and beg those

of us whom they have rejected and reviled to protect them. Alas at that

point it will likely be too late. Indeed who would want to save them?

Like a fool, I would probably try. Embarrassed they would atteack me

again. I want you to use your own common sense (if you have any) and ask

yourself, if such a terrible nasty drunk could have writteen 'Behold A

Pale Horse', could lecture worldwide, produce an international radio

show that is aired 5 nights a week, administer the worlds largest and

most successful civilian intelligence network, publish a newsletteer,

husband a family, and much much more than the twits who atteack me have

ever done collectively in their entire lives.

I am not concerned about atteacks from any source nor am I concerned

about the sheeple who blindly believe those atteacks, nor with anyone who

would participate in the mindless drivel associated with the social

misfitts and cowards who populate the computer nets. I am kept busy

trying to wake the sheeple who can be awakened. I kept busy trying to

save our Freedoms and Creator endowed rights. I am not interested nor

do I care about those who are too far gone or too stupid to be awakened.

Now, if you are truly interested in a proper perspective then pretend

the tapes are true, pretend I am a bank robber, a drunk, a murderer, or

anything else that is really despicable and then get on with EVALUATING

INFORMATION on its own merits and not on my personality or private life,

no matteer what it may be. I am not running for officce and my private

life has nothing to do with anything nor should it have. If a man came



to your home to inform you that your daughter is being raped would you

throw him out and refuse to go to her aid because he is drunk? Thie

idiots to whom you are listening would do exactly that. Leaving

messages like the one you left here does us no service. Indeed it took

me away from my work to give you an answer that you should have already

known could you think for yourself.

Thie best advice that I can give you, and it's the same advice that I

have always given everyone but the twits fail to tell you, is to listen

to everyone and read everything, believe nothing unless you can confitrm

or deny it from YOUR OWN RESEARCH. If you fail to do this you will

always and forever be a puppet on someone's string. When they pull the

string you WILL dance. It's your choice. Since the subject of whether or not I am
a drunk occupies so much of the

sheeple's time I actually stopped drinking, I do not drink alcohol in any form 
anymore.

I have NEVER used drugs of any kind or in any form.

I am a Christian. Whatever I have done in the past that is wrong, I

have sincerely repented and try to live my life according to the

teachings of Jesus. In any event, I will be judged by God. And that is

the only judgement that concerns me.

I would deeply appreciate your posting and uploading this message as

a permanent fitle on every computer board that you can fitnd.

Thiank you,

William Cooper

P.O. Box 1420

Show Low, Arizona 859F01




